
PRAISE
In Japan, many people give fake compliments as a politeness. Praise is about finding your 
true praises! You will become a natural in the Japanese jungle a�er several plays, and feel 
great about yourself :D 
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COMPONENTS

SETUP
Separate the 2 honest praise cards, then shu�e and place the fake praise cards, emotion 
cards, and watermelon die in the middle. Place the cool standee by the coolest person! 

gameplay
1 - The player with the cool standee rolls the watermelon die, and prepares for compliments!
2 - The player to their le� takes 1 honest praise card (or 2 if playing with 7+ players) and 
shu�es it with fake praise cards equal to all players -2, under the table. They then place those 
cards face down on the table, and all players but the cool standee player take a card.
3 - All players except the cool standee player now draw an emotion card from the deck.

fake praise players
If you receive a fake praise card, look at the number on the die, and use the fake compliment 
listed. You have freedom to expand upon what is wri�en, or use it in a clever way. You want 
your praise to sound genuine! Example: A 6 is rolled. Instead of simply saying “Freddie you’re 
scared of nothing”, it will sound more geniune to use a real world moment such as “Freddie, 
that time we were rock climbing I really felt you pushed your body to the limits! You’re scared 
of nothing!” NOTE: Try to keep your praise to a few sentences.

DESIGN sense

BEAUTIFUL features

CLOTHES are nice

too good for QUIZZES

best at GAMES

scared of NOTHING
32

HONEST praise player
If you receive the honest praise card, you are faced with giving a true, genuine compliment. 
You must be honest. Your goal is to blend in with the other weird compliments being given, so 
you should try to be clever, real, and not too specific. It is very important that you remember 
to look at the die roll, and pretend to look at your card as if you have a fake praise card. 
Examples: “Joe, you have beautiful hair like a cactus”, “Birgit, I always feel a lovely aura when 
I’m with you”, or “Jordan, you have a colorful mind”. 

emotion cards
Not so fast! It won’t be that easy! All players will also have to give their compliment with a 
certain emotion. Try to act with your emotion to the best of your ability, since this will make 
the game all the be�er! 
If you don’t know what your emotion is supposed to be, just do your best and interpret it how 
you see fit. 
NOTE: Praises may be given in any order, as players are ready.

Say it 

DESPERATELY

they who are praised
If you are the cool player, you have to guess which of the compliments you received was 
genuine! You will pick one player as the genuine praiser, and they will flip their card to reveal.

correct incorrect
If you picked the correct player, you get to 
keep their emotion card as a point! Place it 
in front of you to show your score.

If you are wrong, the fake praiser you picked 
gets to keep their emotion card as a point, 
as well as the geniune praise giver.

4 - Place all used fake praise cards face up in a discard pile next to the deck. Do the same 
for the used emotion cards, in their own discard. Do not discard the honest praise card.
5 - Check for game end, pass the cool standee clockwise, and start a new round from step 1. 

game end
When a player has won 5 emotion cards, they are the winner of the game! If two players are 
tied, then they are both cool! 

*2 players
Shu�e 1 honest praise card with 1 fake praise card each round, and randomly choose one.
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